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'1 think what really sets us apart is not theprojects, not the work, but the idea that you can grow and evolve and
sur'vive by tackling the difficult and the impossible. We're saying, 'Let'sgo where it's harder, where the answers
haven't beenfound yet. ' "

-Grant Jones

Jones & Jones was founded by Grant Jones and Ilze Jones in December 1969 to practice landscape
architecture, environmental planning, architecture and urban design as a fully integrated collaborative. Their
mentors had been Victor Steinbrueck, Ibsen Nelson, Richard Haag, Hideo Sasaki, Ian McHarg, Garrett
Eckbo, Ed Williams, Richard Moore, and Theodore Roethke.

Grant and Ilze were'classmates in the Department of Architecture at the University of Washington, during
the last half of the fifties.Although there was no department oflandscape architecture at that time, Richard
Haag had joined the faculty in 1958 as a critic in the architectural studio. Haag influenced severalof the top
architectural students during this period, including Grant and Ilze, Jerry Diethelm, FrankJames, Laurie
Olin, Bob Hanna, and Gary Oakerlund, all of whom went on to become landscape architects and to practice
and teach in the top schools in the East and West. Grant worked for Haag and Ilze worked for William
Teufel before leaving for Boston in 1965, where Grant entered the Harvard Graduate School of Design and
Ilze worked for Sasaki, Dawson and DeMay. After fellowship travel in South America and Europe between
1966-68 and work in Hawaii with Eckbo, Dean, Austin, and Williams, they returned to Seattle in 1969.

The world was under siege. Changes triggered by population growth were choking the cities and threatening
to, consume nature itself. We believed what our mentors told us: that we could change the world. We were
determined to be advocates for change-a1ld considered ourselves rebels with a positive attitude. Adaptation to
change was evolutionary and fundamental to our role as designers and planners. We knew that we would
always have to defY definition. So, we looked for problems with no history of successful solutions, where

there were no experts. We decided to always work for the natural systems and the communities they support.

The earth is our client. We can give her a voice, making a marriage with the land, to help us all reach our
potential. We give leadership at the landscape scale by standing inside the spirit of the place, hearing it in our
hearts. The landscape is a continuum - of water, air, birds, pollen and coyotes, and voices, stories and songs,
and it holds the answer to the future if we take responsibility for the landscape. Evolution doesn't just happen
- it happens because individuals take risks and define their future by creating their future

We have been so fortunate. By seeking out the impossible, we have become accustomed to risk as a natural
state of affairs and have learned to be both financially successful and consistent, while we've continued to
grow, not only in size but in capacity. It is not over yet. Jones & Jones is still constantly charting new ground,
trying to broaden the field oflandscape architecture.



"The work of Jones & Jones cannot be categorized stylistically. Their work is rooted in aprofound respect for and a

celebration ofplace. Their designs interpret place as biophysical processes, and as intertwined acts ofcultural will and

transformation... Ever since its inception, this firm has established new standards of excellence in analysis and

creative design... One can describe the methods used to create. . . these projects, many of which have profoundly altered

the practice of landscape architecture, but to do so misses the poetry and artistry of the created experience. .. These rich

simultaneous sensory experiences connect the individual to the processes of nature and to the traditions of culture. This

is the essence of the regionalist approach to landscape design adopted by Jones & Jones. It is not an imposed art but one

that grows out of a deep understanding of place... This is the strength of their designs as Art. Each design is

unpredictable. It reveals the processes of the past, and in doing so involves the participant-user in a continuum
simultaneously reaching backward andforward. "

- David C. Streatfield, FASLA
Preface, ProcessArchitecture

Benchmarks

1970s

Nooksack River Plan, Whatcom County, Washingt°V
Pioneer Square Historic District, Seattle, Washington
Union Bay Teaching and Research Arboretum/Center for Urban Horticulture, Seattle, Washington
Susitna River Intrinsic Resource Plan, Mt. McKinley, Alaska
Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, Washington

1980s
. Gene Coulon Beach Park, Seattle, Washington
Portland International Airport Parkway, Portland, Or~gon
San Diego Zoo, San Diego, California
Singapore Botanic Gardens, Singapore
North Carolina Botanic Garden, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Jerusalem Zoo, Jerusalem, Israel

1990s

Mountains to Sound Greenway, Cascade Mountains to Puget Sound, Washington
Disney's Wild Kingdom, Orlando, Florida
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, Tucson, Arizona
Paris Pike Historic Highway, Lexington, Kentucky
DMZ Biosphere Peace Corridor, Northern Kyunggi Province, DMZ, Korea
Tepotzotlan: Mexico City Green Lung Plan, Mexico, DF
Sleeping Lady Ecological Retreat Center, Leavenworth, Washington

2000s

US Highway 93: America's Wildlife Highway, Flathead Reservation, Montana
Madison Central Park, Madison, Wisconsin
Desert Claim Wind Power, Ellensburg, Washington
The Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, Washington, DC
Ice Age Floods National Geologic Trail, Missoula, Montana to the Pacific, Oregon
Commons Park, Denver, Colorado, with Civitas, Inc.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

"To visit a place is to start a dialogue, toformulate an inquiry, to leaf through a new volume of imagery, to sharpen

my eye, to see on the fly, to take in the myriad textures, colors and sounds that go into the making ofplace. To

experience oneplace is to open the door to another and to discover that there are windows everywhere. As designers,

we are continually interacting with places, both natural and man-made, for design itself is a continuing reinventing

and reaffirmation ofplace. When design speaks from the heart and communicates t the sou4 the results are magic."

- IlzeJones

Jones &Jones has received over one hundred awards for its work - including over forty from ASLA and
LAF alone - including 1 President's Award of Excellence, 1 Design Award of Excellence, 10 Honor Awards,
and 21 Merit Awards. Recognition for achievement comes from a broad spectrum of society, commensurate
with the firm's contributions to the urban and rural landscape, at both the community and regional scale,
including: The Environmental ExcellenceAward from the National Endowment for the Arts, the
Environmental ExcellenceAward from the Federal Highway Administration, the President's Transportation
Award for the Environment from the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
fourteen awards from the American Institute of Architects, elevenawards from the American Planning
Association, six Honor Awards from the Waterfront Center, as well as numerous landscape and urban design
awards from the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Downtown Denver Association, the International
Downtown Association, the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians, and the Architectural League of New
York.

Jones & Jones was given the first award for riverplanning and the first for zoo design. The firm was among
the first to receiveawards for landscape aesthetics, greenway planning, highway design, and cultural
landscaperestoration. Each decade, recognition of the firm's contribution to the profession grows. Recent
awardshighlight Jones & Jones's continued leadership in pioneering and opening up new practice areas, such
as context-sensitive highway design, regenerative partnership corridors, watershed landscape planning,
center-city ecologicalcommons, and geologic heritage planning. Excitement builds as the evolvingleadership
of the firm stakes out new ground for landscape advocacy.

Selected Recent Awards

2003

Jones &Jones, Seattle, Washington
SustainableCommunity OutstandingLeadership-
Built Environment
Sustainable Seattle

2002

Paris Pike, US 27/68 Paris-Lexington Road, Kentucky
HonorAward - Design
American Society of Landscape Architects,
Kentucky Chapter

\ 2002

National Amphibian Conservation Center,
Detroit, Michigan
SignificantAchievementAward
American Zoological Association

2002
Commons Park, Denver, Colorado
with Civitas, Inc., Design Partner
Annual AchievementAward

Downtown Denver Partnership

2001

Ice Age Floods Master Plan, Columbia
Cascades Region of the National Parks Service
HonorAward - Communication

American Societyof Landscape Architects,
Washington, DC

2000

Mountains to Sound Greenway, Seattle, Washington
Merit Award

American Society of Landscape Architects,
Washington, DC
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"Here £s a s£mplified synops£s of the Jones & Jones strategy fir success. Beg£n the study fir each comm£ss£on w£th£n the

largest and earNest context. It £s not uncommon fir them to th£nk plate tecton£cs, volcan£sm, earth h£story, espeC£ally

post Ple£stocene flora/fauna progress£on, cultural success£ons. In th£s way, by tapp£ng £nto the energy of the an£ma

mond£, the myster£es of the pr£mord£al rhythms of nature, the sp£r£t of life-Jorce £sexalted £n the£r work. "

- Richard Haag, FASLA
Forward, Process Arch£tecture

Jones &Jones was founded as a "teaching practice," and its Principals and Associates have been sought out
by schools oflandscape architecture for thirty years. Grant Jones has lectured students oflandscape
architecture at thirty universities, and taught workshops and design studios at UC Berkeley, Harvard, the
University of Virginia, Texas A&M, the University of Washington, and the University of Oregon. The firm
continues to fill requests to give keynotes at LaBash conferences and other workshops, most recently those
organized by students at the University of Kentucky, the University of Wisconsin, Temple University, Texas
A&M, and Colorado State University. The firm has consistently delivered groundbreaking educational
presentations at annual ASLA meetings on such subjects as river planning, aesthetics and visual resource
planning, community participation, greenway planning, historic preservation and cultural landscape
planning, zoo design, interpretive planning, place-based design, eco-tourism, and context-sensitive design.
The firm consistently strives to share its explorations with diverseprofessional and academic audiences.

SelectedRecent Publ£cat£ons(by Jones & Jones except where noted)

"The Fullness: Poetry as Landscape Research" LandscapeJournal, Volume 20, Number 1, 2001.

"Putting the Emerald Back in the Emerald City," Susta£nableArch£tecture Wh£tePapers, Earth Pledge
Foundation, 2000.

"Breaking the Mold: Redefining the Practices of Landscape Architecture and Architecture," Anne Elizabeth
Powell, Landscape Arch£tectureMagaz£ne, October 1997.

"Bioregional Design," in Arcade: The Journal ofArch£tecturelDes£gn £nthe Northwest, Spring 1997.

"Roads which Sustain Intrinsic Qy.alities of Place," Transportat£on ResearchRecord, No. 1549 Transportat£on
Aesthet£cs,Transportation Research Board, National Research Council, 1996.

"Collaboration with Nature: Bringing People and Nature Together," in Korean LandscapeArch£tecture, the
Korean Landscape Architecture Magazine Company, September 1996.

"Places Resonate.. .Ideas Migrate" ProcessArch£tectureNo. 126: Jones & Jones, Process Architecture Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, 1995.

"Landscape Architects as Regional Artists," L£near Parks ConferenceProceed£ngs,The Appalachian
Consortium, Boone, North Carolina, 1993.

"Beyond Landscape Immersion to Cultural Resonance," Proceed£ngsof theAmer£can Zoo and Aquar£um
AssoC£at£on,1989 Annual Convention.

"Landscapes of the Heart: Interpretation and Environmental Education," Proceed£ngs,Open Comm£tteefir
Reg£onal Landscape Des£gn, ASLA Annual Convention, 1988.
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PRINCIPALS

"The term they most often apply to themselves is 'tribe.' The Jones & Jones culture is viewed by all who are a

part of it as collegia4 familia4 tribal. The partnership and the tribe continue, and-all agree-the

leadership within this tribe isprovided by three elders: Grant, Ilze andJohnpaulJones-who offer guidance

and instill inspiration. "
- Anne Elizabeth Powell,
"Breaking the Mold"

Grant Jones, FASLA
Founding Principal
GrantJones, landscape architect, poet and a founder ofJones &Jones, has practiced ecological
design for thirty years, pioneering in river and greenway planning, scenic highway design, zoo
design, and landscape aesthetics. He received his BArch from the University of Washington, his
MLA from Harvard University and won the Frederick Sheldon Traveling Fellowship to research
environmental determinism in South America and Western Europe.

He has held academic positions at UC Berkeley, Harvard, the University of Oregon, the University
of Virginia, Texas A&M, and the University of Washington and has lectured at thirty-five
Departments of Landscape Architecture in the U.S., Canada and Asia.

Ilze Jones, FASLA, AlA
Founding Principal
Ilze Jones, founding principal of Jones & Jones, embodies in her talent and expertise an
interdisciplinary creativity in which her architecture and landscape environments are one,
inseparable but each with its own clarity and spirit. Designing and leading a collaboration of
environmental disciplines at Jones & Jones, she has produced a body of work and ideas that show
the way to achievehonorable environmental stewardship.

Ilze has devoted her career to both city and nature, to the quality of life of our urban communities,
and to the conservation of nature beyond the city. In her love for the city's built legacyof buildings
and public domain, Ilze has applied her artistry as a designer as well as her analytic skills and
leadership to develop innovative strategies for streets, squares, open space, and infrastructure, as well
as the architecture of parks and cultural-educational centers.

,/I'



"What makes ourfirm different is that it doesn't channel people into specific roles; it combines them all

together. The key is a continuing learning process. When we take on any project we try to learn as much as

we can about what we're doing and the place where we're working, in all areas-architecture, landscape

architecture, the land, the people, the animals-just everything we can. It all influences what we're doing.

The combination-and I like to think of it as that learning thing-is ongoing in our ofJice. Our ofJice is a

place where learningflourishes."
- JohnpaulJones

JohnpaulJones, FAIA
Senior Principal
One of the first designers to join Grant and Ilze, Johnpaul has over 30 years of design experience. A
Native American Indian (Cherokee/Choctaw) born inOkmulgee, Oklahoma, his designs have won
recognition for heightening human sensitivity to cultural and environmental issues. Mr. Jones has
worked closely with a number of Native American tribes throughout the United States, including
Hawaii and Alaska, incorporating their architectural and cultural heritage into the structures
designed specifically to honor each Native American tribe.

Johnpaul has planned and designed a number of educational and nature centers that interpret for
the visitor a respect and stewardship of the natural world. As Principal-in-Charge of many of the
Jones & Jones award-winning design projects, he brings an integrated approach to built
environments and the conservation of natural resources, creating projects of public significance and
celebration.

Keith Larson, AlA, ASLA
Principal
Keith Larson specializesin multi-disciplinary projects that require more than a traditional
architectural approach. Keith devotes much of his work to park and recreation comprehensive
planning, and design for zoologicalparks, where natural resource concerns must be sensitively
reconciledwith varying public uses. His comprehensive design and technical expertise enables him
to meet complex and multi-faceted challenges, finding unity as well as greater ecologicalintegrity
and economic efficiency.

Mario Campos, AlA, ASLA
Principal
Mario's approach to planning and architecture emerges from strong regional, cultural, and
traditional sources, closelyrooted to the land, the environment, and the economy. He excelsat
participatory design, creating cooperative situations that lead to successfulresolution of complex
issues through a consensus-reaching public participation process and has the ability to communicate
with diverse groups and organizations and ethnic groups. His professional experience includes
planning and design of cultural and public facilities including museums, public places, parks,
cultural centers, zoos and botanic gardens.
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Cedar Lake Park and Trail,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
with Rich Haag Associates,
designpartner

AIdo Leopold lamented in A Sand
Country Almanac that "no living
man will see the longrass prairie,
where a sea of prairie flowers lapped
at the stirrups of the pioneer."
Possibly, the Cedar Lake Park &
Trail prairie can be a step toward
keeping that fate from occurring,
stimulating a move toward saving
more remote native prairies by
providing a small sample, a "taste"
in Minneapolis.
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e
ich Haag puts it like this: "There are a lot of lucky

things going on there." And indeed there are. Kindred

spirits cast from a mold that apparently produced just

the two of them, they found each other and have em-

braced their affinity through four decades. Their intel-

lects, individually powerful, assume a force when com-

bined that is extraordinary in resonance and sweep.

Their visions, while aligned in some respects, differ in

ways that enable them to continuously extend the hori-

,zons of their thinking. Their personalities remain en-

gaged in the rhythms of a yin and yang sustained by a rare vitality. And their spir-

its, which know no bounds, perceive no limits.

Haag has known them from the beginning-from the days when Grant Jones

and Ilze Grinbergs were classmates in the College of Architecture and Urban

Planning at the University of Washington in Seattle. Most would agree that his

take on the source of their synergy-that it derives from a fortuitous combina-

tion of qualities-is an accurate one. Most would also agree that it is precisely this

synergy-the remarkable complement of their beings-that nourishes the syn-

thesis that distinguishes their work.

They grew up in the years just before and after World War II-Grant a native

son of Seattle and the son of a prominent architect, Ilze coming to Seattle as a

young girl from Riga, Latvia, the daughter of a prominent engineer. They stud-

ied architecture together in the late fifties, members of the last class to be trained
in the Beaux-Arts tradition.

Richard Haag, FASLA,came to Seattle from the San Francisco Bay Area in 1957,

joined the University of Washing ron's architecture faculty a year later, and estab-

lished the university's Department of Landscape Architecture and Building Con-

struction in 1960. (In 1963 this department became two departments: the

.

PHOTOGRAPH BY ED CALDWELL
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punos of SoUth America and

the squares and public gar-

dens of Europe. Then in May

of 1968 we were back. Laurie

[Olin} met us at the dock on

the Lower West Side, and we

drove up to Amagansett to

spend a week before heading

west, each of us to take jobs in
Hawaii-Ilze as an urban de-

signer on the Mililani New
Town under Dick Moore and

Jack Sidener, and me as an en-

vironmental planner to do the conservation district component of the

Hawaii State Land Use Plan Update under Ed Williams ofEckbo,

Dean, Austin, & Williams. When these jobs ended in the summer

of 1969 we moved back to Seattle. I landed a big commission [the

site planning and design of a 650-unit development on a 250-acre

site in the Tryon Creek Valley west of Portland, Oregon}, and I asked

Ilze if she would work with me. She said she would try it for a year.

continue to elevate-in fact,
who continue to redefine in

significant ways-the prac-

tices of landscape architec-
ture and architecture.

Their work is also excep-

tional in terms of the synthe-

sis by which it is effected-a

synthesis of ideas, of visions,

of talents, of skills, of person-

alities, of spirits, of hearts, of

souls, of nature, of places, of

cultures, of landscapes, of

structures, of poetry, of art, of present and past. It is Haag's dictum

of the importance of amalgam writ large.

The story of Gran t Jones and Ilze Jones is a story aboUt two peo-

ple with a deep respect for the earth, its natural processes, and its

inhabitants and a deep understanding of the meaning of place. It is

a story about two people who share a passion for innovation, a gift

for inspiration, an appetite for diversity, a zest for the increasingly

Through their lenses the earth is held rn

sharp foe \1."as a living 0rganism~ alive.
When the year was up I suggested we call the officeJones and J ones,

and we opened for business a few days before Christmas." And thus

was born one of the most singular practices to emerge on the land-

scape of American design.

Grant Jones, FASLA,and IlzeJones, AIA,FASLA,see the world as few

others see it. Through their lenses the earth is held in sharp focus as

a living organism, alive, the product of natural forms and processes

at work. The earth is their client, and their designs place namrefirst,

seek to discern the heart and the soul of the land-to find the signa-

ture in each landscape-and to celebrate this intrinsic beauty.

There are others, of course,

whose approach to the land

is one of stewardship, bur

what sets the work of Jones

& Jones apart is the clarity of

the vision of planet Earth as

alive, the depth of the analy-

sis applied to the discovery

of each landscape's signature,
and the continual search to

find answers where none

have before been found.

These are trailblazers of the

highest order, pioneers who

iI1 h

difficult challenge, a determination to make a difference, and the

ability to see that a difference is made. It is a story about boundless

spirit, unfettered thinking, limitless possibility. And it is a story

about really breaking the mold.

---------------------------------------

Essex Marsh, 1966, I decided to read the landscape like

musii~ like discourse-took structural linguistics and broke it

down into paragraphs, sentences, phrases, words, phonemes,

and morphemes.

I 123 I

-Grant Jones

S
omerhing to understand

. about Grant Jones is

that he is a poet. He

has said that one of the great
strokes ofluck in his life was

being accepted into the writ-

ing class of the late Theodore

Roethke, the resident poet at

the University of Washing-
ton at the time. Grant ab-

sorbed deep into his soul
both the text and sub text of



International Treasures
by Richard Haag
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1958, Seattle, Washington, University of Washington, College of Archi-

tecture and Urban Planning...
Grant Jones and Ilze Grinbergs were classmates and had discovered

a special synergy, complementary in style and syntax, Grant's father was

an architect, Ilze's father a machine design engineer, both prominent

Seattle was isolated from the main stream of architectural ideology, In

the 1950's, the College was embroiled in controversy, the winds of change

were blowing and swirling around the bastion of the Beaux Arts Academy

- the Greco/Roman rules of the game were under siege by the tenets of

Modern Architecture ,.. was less (really) more? Grant and Ilze were in the

last class disciplined by laying "sumi" washes of Doric, Ionic and
Corinthian columns on stretched German water color paper.

Perhaps because they were caught on this cusp of changing fashions of

building architecture, their inward confidence and concentration slipped
and turned outward to become larger, more inclusive, to embrace land-

scape architecture and ultimately Nature, In any event, their education

proved to be a secure basecamp for ascents into apprenticeships, higher

education, traveling (the Galapagos Islands, etc,) scholarships and inde-

pendent practice, Together, Grant and Ilze combined and recombined sev-

eral extraordinary directions and talent Roots of European Cosmopolitan
Culture flourished as an exotic pioneer species in the Pacific Northwest

ethos, Other invaluable attributes include photographic - i.e, total recall-

memories of everything that they have shared, And more importantly, their

command of the language and understanding of its power, spoken or writ-

ten, in poem or text is unexcelled in our profession, The thirsty reader will

return to this wellspring many times,
Here is a simplified synopsis of the Jones and Jones strategy for suc-

cess, Begin the study for each commission within the largest and earliest

context. It is not uncommon for them to think plate tectonics, volcanism,

earth history, especially post Pleistocene flora/fauna progression, cultural

successions, In this way, by tapping into the energy of the anima mondi,

the mysteries of the primordial rhythms of nature, the spirit of life-force is

exalted in their work, In short, Ilze Jones gives form to universal city for-
malness while Grant is less interested in form-giving and is more driven

toward form-getting,

Since every commission begins on the solid bedrock of early natural

history, that confidence can then be expended on ensuring the longevity of

the program into the future, Grant often asks, "Can our vision grow and

nurture the whole project habitat for seven generations?", Who among us

consistently thinks this way? Where are the eco-utopians of this century..,

llze Jones, Grant Jones, and Johnpaul Jones have taken four other part-
ners with distinct backgrounds -Tom Atkins, Keith Larson, Nik Worden

and Mario Campos -all adding to the diversity and richness of the office.

They are all in these pages, Find them!

April 19, 1994

Richard Haag
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Richard Haag at The Blodel Reserve, Bainbridge Island, Washington.
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Students of Places

Koichi: Then how is it structured? Let's get to

the organizational aspect.

IIze: There are seven Principals. We are a cor-

poration, that gives us maximum flexibility to

practice jointly as architects and landscape ar-

chitects throughout the U.S. And in that we

need to have a President. There is one Presid!;nt

in the office, me, and I do enlist everyone's help

in running a profitable show.

Grant: The "corporation" is not the organic
structure that suits us.

IIze: It is a business structure that is required in

order to do business. From a practical point of

view, we're a bunch of partners.

Grant: It is like a society.
Nik: There is a communication culture that

goes on that is really crucial to making it work.

It is on a personal level; it is not structured.

Keith: Also, much depends on the relation-

ships we have established with a trusted group
of consultants who provide their special exper-

tise and depth of geographic knowledge.
IIze: The basis for much of the management

level communication regarding the health and

status of the office is done through spreadsheet

format and similar management documents. At

36 people, we don't have to have that overlay of

office memos; we haven't fallen into that pitfall!

Tom: Beyond that administrative structure, the

office is formed of various project teams, each
run by a skilled Project Manager. The Project

Manager system is the most important element
of our office.

Koichi: So how does project management work?

IIze: We have a remarkably open management

system. There are no secrets, financial or other-
wise, in the office. Everyone knows how

projects are going financially and what is ex-

pected.

Grant: We share our plans for the year's mar-

keting strategy with the Senior Associates. We
have a lunch once a month for the Senior Asso-

ciates which is open to all.

Mario: To go back to one thing you had asked,

we spend a lot of time talking about what our

direction and vision is as a group; we have spent

a lot of time considering it. We are constantly

challenging ourselves and questioning: "What

are we doing?"; "Where are we going?"; "What

is our direction?" That has been a very healthy

exercise. If anything, it just reinforces the

group vision.

IIze: Our staff, particularly the long term staff,

understands the very casual or open communi-

cation system in the office. They will fre-

quently offer up their ideas or suggest that we

ought to pursue this or that, either directly to us,
or to others in the office. There are lots of ways

to coalesce good thoughts and get them into the

system.
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Koichi: Do you usually appoint the project

manager from the Principal or Senior Associate

level or do you get it from the Associate level?

Grant: All three. Sometimes the Project Man-

ager is a Principal, sometimes Senior Associate,
sometimes Associate. Often the biggest, most

complicated jobs are more likely to have both

a Principal-in-Charge and a Principal as
Project Manager. The less complicated ones
likely won't.
Koichi: There is always a Principal-in-Charge?
IIze: Always. Sometimes it can be a very pas-
sive role, if the project just goes like clockwork,
but if it gets into a glitch, there's an immediate
resource.

Johnpaul: The principals are never isolated in

offices. We're out tliere working like everyone

else. Everyone has access to management.

That's key.

Grant: There is a very Japanese thing about

our tribe. Although there are elders and al-

though there are traditional roles, it is not a ver-

tical hierarchy. Every little job, whether it is a

marketing job or a direct client job, has a team.

They have a lot of responsibility, but it is not

vertically dictated.

Koichi: Are you comfortable with your

present size?
IIze: We seem to be stuck on it. Either we're

doing something wrong or we're doing some-

thing right. We generally try to let our projects

drive us. We try to figure out, on an annual ba-
sis, a detailed plan in terms of staff growth. But

we've consistently been in the mid-30 to mid-

40 range.

Koichi: Do you want to double it?

IIze: With the current management systems, we

have the ability to double it - slowly, of course.

We were on a much steeper growth curve in the

late-eighties, early-nineties, but then the reces-

sion clipped our wings, no doubt about it.
Tom: Our efforts in bringing our computer sys-

tems into our projects has resulted in efficient

project development.
Mario: We have also learned to do more work

with less people. From a management point of
view, we have grown up.

Koichi: My question is, do you want to grow?

IIze: Not for the sake of growth. We don't

want to pass up really fascinating projects. If
that means growing, we'll grow.

Koichi: In the business world, is there any

project you can't do because you're too small?

IIze: Sure. We don't have the production ca-

pabilities to do a high-rise building, for ex-

ample. We define a project size in terms of

complexity and some offices define it in terms
of dollar volume.

Grant: We're a tribe that has a sort of traveling
distance or subsistence distance. We've found

that in order to maintain the 8 or 10 things we

really want to do, our diet being so diverse, we

have to forage widely. 10% of our work we

think we can always find in botanical gardens

somewhere - probably not more than that. We

can find 15% in zoos, and maybe 20% in re-
gional parks. There isn't that much work
around the country, so we keep adding new
niches. After all, we want new challenges.
Tom: We select particular projects or clients
because they are interesting and provide the op-
portunity for a breakthrough of some kind or are
just plain enjoyable.



Montana ~ new Highway
93promises a new era of
harmony between people,
habitat ,and road
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For decades, state DOTs and high-

way engineers designed roads based
on the criteria set out by the

American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).
In most cases, that meant straighter, flat-
ter, and wider, with little consideration

given to the impact on the surrounding
landscape or the cultural context.
Fortunately, a growing number of far-
sighted highway engineers are promoting
a new way of thinking.

In January 2001, the Montana

Department of Transportation (MDOT),
the Confederated Salish & Kootenai

Tribes (the CSKT), and the Federal
Highway Commission approved guide-
lines fonebuilding u.s. Highway 93
across the Flathead Indian Reservation in

western Montana. These guidelines repre-
sent an unprecedented level of environ-
mental protection in road design, and
strike a critical balance between the inter-

ests of state and tribal authorities.

------

'Scenic.Americaisa leader!npromoting)
context:~ensitivehighwaydesign,asiIIustrat- I

ed in'the planfor Highway93in western
IlVIoptana.Our Action Guide, Gelling/t RightIn the

Right-o/-Way:CidzenParticipadoninContext-Sensidye

; HighwayDesign.by Deborah L. Myerson, AICP,

1DirectorofProgramsfonScenicAmerica,isa
'm!lst-haveforcitizensconcernedaboutthe I
reconstructionorrehabilitationofa roadin ;
theircommunity.Toorder,visitourVlebsite i
at www.scenic.org,or call ScenicAmericaat I(202)543-6200toorderbyphone.
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A NewWayto Designan OldRoad
The MDOT goals for the redesign of

Highway 93 included safety and a higher
"level of service" to accommodate an

increased volume of traffic. The original

plan, to widen the entire roadway to four
lanes, threatened to bring more suburban
settlement from the urban areas to the

south and to damage ecosystems forever.
But tribal authorities wanted to protect

their threatened culture, their sensitive

environment, and their breathtaking

scenery. For several years, the tribes and
the state could not agree on redesign
guidelines, and federal funding for the
project was in jeopardy.

Getting all parties to agree required the
review of some basic assumptions about
road building: alignments, safety stan-
dards and the relationship of the roadway
to the surrounding land. A staff attorney
for the CSKT contacted Jones & Jones, a

Seattle-based architecture and landscape
architecture firm, to work with the consul-

tants to find new solutions to the impasse

on the project.
When Jones & Jones began research

for the redesign project, special places-
Mission Valley, Mission and Salish
Mountains, Jocko Valley, and Rattlesnake

Divide-became part of the highway
design process. Mapping the patterns of
waters, glaciers, winds, plants, animals

and native peoples in space and time
added new dimensions, and provided a
strong foundation for subsequent discus-
sions and decisions.

Instead of cutting across the scenic
landscape in a straight line, the 56-mile
stretch of highway between Evaro and
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Thanks to context-sensitive road design by
firms like Jones & Jones, scenic roads like
Highway 93, shown here in Montana's
Jocko River Valley, can be safe as well as
beautiful and environmentally responsible.

Polson, Montana will be shaped to respect
the distinctive scenery and precious natur-
al habitat ofthis area.

Subtle, slow curves in the roadway will

acknowledge the many features of the
land and enhance scenic panoramas.
Wildlife crossings are not just marked
with signs to slow traffic, but will include
multi-faceted strategies to funnel migrat-
ing wildlife to safe crossings under and
over the roadbed.

Toolsto Protectthe ScenicLandscapeof
WesternMontana

Corridor overlay zoning, acquisition
and transfer of development rights by the
tribe, conservation easements, and open

space protection measures are tools the
tribe will use to control use ofthe land

adjacent to the right-of-way. With the
highway improvements, market pressures
for roadside advertising are expected to
increase. To avoid the threat of visual

pollution, the guidelines include a list of
institutional and regulatory controls on
slgnage.

By coming together to look beyond

the traditional questions and answers of
road design, the tribes of the Flathead
Reservation and the state of Montana
were able to envision a road that not

only improves the level of service, but
leads to greater quality of life for those
who live there and those who visit.

Construction on Highway 93 is expected
to begin in 2003. .


